
Extremely	  low	  luminosity	  (undetectable),	  but	  may	  cause	  
evaporation	  of	  micro-‐BH	  (formed	  at	  Big	  Bang?)	  



By	  altering	  angular	  momentum,	  we	  get	  stable	  orbits	  at	  
different	  radii:	  stable	  circular	  orbit	  at	  a	  minimum	  of	  potential.	  	  

At	  R=6GM/c2=3RS the	  minimum	  becomes	  a	  point	  of	  
inflection	  ⇒	  Innermost	  Stable	  Circular	  Orbit	  (ISCO)	  



	  Gravitational	  energy	  at	  ISCO	  (RISCO =3RS ~ 100 km for a 10 M BH):	  

EG	  ~	  GmM/3Rs	  =	  GmMc2/6GM	  =	  mc2/6	  	  
Efficiency:	  EG/mc2	  ~	  1/6	  ~	  20%	  »	  0.7%	  (nuclear	  fusion)	  	  



Bright	  X-‐ray	  sources	  when	  in	  accreting	  binary	  systems	  

Cyg	  X-‐1:	  X-‐ray	  variability	  on	  <1	  s	  timescale;	  M	  ~	  15	  M	  	  



  A	  rotating	  black	  hole	  has	  an	  
ergosphere	  around	  the	  
outside	  of	  the	  event	  horizon	  

  In	  the	  ergosphere,	  space	  and	  
time	  themselves	  are	  dragged	  
along	  with	  the	  rotation	  of	  the	  
black	  hole	  

  If	  maximum	  spin	  (a*=1):	  	  	  	  	  
event	  horizon	  at	  

	  	  	  	  	  R=GM/c2=1/2 RS ; 
    RISCO=GM/c2=R	  

A	  rotating	  mass	  has	  a	  tendency	  to	  pull	  space-‐time	  along	  with	  it	  



	  	  	  	  	  Launched	  20	  April	  2004	  to	  test	  geodetic	  and	  frame-‐dragging	  
GR	  effects,	  by	  means	  of	  cryogenic	  gyroscopes	  in	  Earth	  orbit	  	  







Center of our galaxy: 
radio source Sgr A* 

Distance: 8 kpc 

Highly obscured in 
optical 

Dense central star 
cluster visible in infrared 

Photo/illustration from A. Tanner, UCLA 



Mass	  =	  4	  x	  106	  M ;	  	  RS	  ~	  	  107	  km	  ~	  10	  R	  ~	  1/15	  AU	  	  



SgrA	  is	  a	  variable	  point	  
source	  in	  radio,	  IR,	  X-‐rays	  
(obscured	  in	  optical/UV)	  

Accreting	  at	  a	  very	  low	  rate	  
⇒	  very	  low	  luminosity	  



LETTER
doi:10.1038/nature10652

A gas cloud on its way towards the supermassive
black hole at the Galactic Centre
S. Gillessen1, R. Genzel1,2, T. K. Fritz1, E. Quataert3, C. Alig4, A. Burkert4,1, J. Cuadra5, F. Eisenhauer1, O. Pfuhl1, K. Dodds-Eden1,
C. F. Gammie6 & T. Ott1

Measurements of stellar orbits1–3 provide compelling evidence4,5

that the compact radio source Sagittarius A* at the Galactic
Centre is a black hole four million times the mass of the Sun.
With the exception of modest X-ray and infrared flares6,7, Sgr A*
is surprisingly faint, suggesting that the accretion rate and radiation
efficiency near the event horizon are currently very low3,8. Here we
report the presence of a dense gas cloud approximately three times
the mass of Earth that is falling into the accretion zone of Sgr A*.
Our observations tightly constrain the cloud’s orbit to be highly
eccentric, with an innermost radius of approach of only 3,100
times the event horizon that will be reached in 2013. Over the past
three years the cloud has begun to disrupt, probably mainly through
tidal shearing arising from the black hole’s gravitational force. The
cloud’s dynamic evolution and radiation in the next few years will
probe the properties of the accretion flow and the feeding processes
of the supermassive black hole. The kilo-electronvolt X-ray emis-
sion of Sgr A* may brighten significantly when the cloud reaches
pericentre. There may also be a giant radiation flare several years
from now if the cloud breaks up and its fragments feed gas into the
central accretion zone.

As part of our NACO9 and SINFONI10,11 Very Large Telescope
(VLT) observation programmes studying the stellar orbits around the
Galactic Centre supermassive black hole, Sgr A*, we have discovered an
object moving at about 1,700 km s21 along a trajectory almost straight
towards Sgr A* (Fig. 1). The object has a remarkably low temperature
(about 550 K; Supplementary Fig. 2) and a luminosity about five times
that of the Sun, unlike any star we have so far seen near Sgr A*. It is also
seen in the spectroscopic data as a redshifted emission component in
the Brc and Brd hydrogen lines, and the 2.058mm He I lines, with the
same proper motion as the L9-band object. Its three-dimensional
velocity increased from 1,200 km s21 in 2004 to 2,350 km s21 in
2011. The Brc emission is elongated along its direction of motion with
a spatially resolved velocity gradient (Fig. 2). Together, these findings
show that the object is a dusty, ionized gas cloud.

The extinction of the ionized gas is typical for the central parsec
(Supplementary Information section 1) and its intrinsic Brc luminosity
is 1.66 (60.25) 3 1023 times that of the Sun. For case B recombination
the implied electron density is nc~2:6|105f {1=2

V R{3=2
c T0:54

e cm23,
for an effective cloud radius of Rc < 15 milli-arcseconds (mas), volume
filling factor fV (#1) and an assumed electron temperature Te in units of
104 K, a value typical for the temperatures measured in the central
parsec12. The cloud mass is Mc~1:7|1028f 1=2

V R3=2
c T0:54

e g or about
3fV

1/2 Earth masses. It may plausibly be photo-ionized by the ultraviolet
radiation field from nearby massive hot stars, as we infer from a com-
parison of the recombination rate with the number of impinging Lyman
continuum photons3,13. This conclusion is supported by the He I/Brc
line flux ratio of approximately 0.7, which is similar to the values found
in the photo-ionized gas in the central parsec (0.35–0.7). If so, the

requirement of complete photo-ionization sets a lower limit to fV of
1021 6 0.5 for the extreme case that the cloud is a thin sheet.

The combined astrometric and radial velocity data tightly constrain
the cloud’s motion. It is on a highly eccentric (e 5 0.94) Keplerian orbit
bound to the black hole (Fig. 1, Table 1 and Supplementary
Information section 2). The pericentre radius is a mere 36 light hours
(3,100 Schwarzschild radii, RS), which the cloud will reach in summer
2013. Only the two stars S2 (rperi 5 17 light hours) and S14 (rperi 5 11
light hours) have come closer to the black hole2,3 since our monitoring
started in 1992. Although the cloud’s gas density may be only modestly
greater than that of other ionized gas clouds in the central parsec—
ne < (0.122) 3 105 cm23; refs 12 and 14—it has a specific angular
momentum about 50 times smaller12.

For the nominal properties of the X-ray detected accretion flow onto
the black hole15,16 the cloud should stay close to Keplerian motion all
the way to the pericentre (Supplementary Information sections 3
and 4). Its density is currently about 300fV

21/2 times greater than that
of the surrounding hot gas in the accretion flow15: extrapolating to the
pericentre, its density contrast will then still be about 60fV

–1/2.
Similarly, the cloud’s ram pressure by far exceeds that of the hot gas
throughout the orbit. In contrast, the thermal pressure ratio will
quickly decrease from unity at apocentre and the hot gas is expected
to drive a shock slowly compressing the cloud. Whereas the external
pressure compresses the cloud from all directions, the black hole’s tidal
forces shear the cloud along the direction of its motion, because the
Roche density for self-gravitational stabilization exceeds the cloud
density by nine orders of magnitude3. In addition, the ram pressure
compresses the cloud parallel to its motion. The interaction between
the fast-moving cloud and the surrounding hot gas should also lead to
shredding and disruption, owing to the Kelvin–Helmholtz and
Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities17–20. Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities at the
leading edge should in fact break up the cloud within the next few years
if it started as a spheroidal, thick blob (Supplementary Information
section 3). A thin, dense sheet would by now already have fragmented
and disintegrated, suggesting that fV is of the order of unity.

We are witnessing the cloud’s disruption happening in our spectro-
scopic data (Fig. 2). The intrinsic velocity width more than tripled over
the last eight years, and we see between 2008 and 2011 a growing
velocity gradient along the orbital direction. Test particle calculations
implementing only the black hole’s force show that an initially spher-
ical gas cloud placed on the orbit (Table 1) is stretched along the orbit
and compressed perpendicular to it, with increasing velocity widths
and velocity gradients reasonably matching our observations (Fig. 3
and Supplementary Fig. 4). There is also a tail of gas with lower surface
brightness on approximately the same orbit as the cloud, which cannot
be due to tidal disruption alone. It may be stripped gas, or lower-
density, lower-filling-factor gas on the same orbit. The latter explana-
tion is more plausible given that the integrated Brc and L9-band

1Max-Planck-Institut für extraterrestrische Physik (MPE), Giessenbachstrasse 1, D-85748 Garching, Germany. 2Department of Physics, Le Conte Hall, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720,
USA. 3Department of Astronomy, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720, USA. 4Universitätssternwarte der Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, Scheinerstrasse 1, D-81679 München, Germany.
5Departamento de Astronomı́a y Astrofı́sica, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Vicuña Mackenna 4860, 7820436 Macul, Santiago, Chile. 6Center for Theoretical Astrophysics, Astronomy and Physics
Departments, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1002 West Green Street, Urbana, Illinois 61801, USA.
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Figure 1 | Infalling dust/gas cloud in the Galactic Centre. a, b, NACO9

adaptive optics VLT images showing that the cloud (dashed circle) is detected
in the L9-band (3.76mm, deconvolved and smoothed with a 2-pixel Gaussian
kernel) but not in the Ks-band (2.16mm, undeconvolved), indicating that it is
not a star but a dusty cloud with a temperature of around 550 K (Supplementary
Fig. 2). The cloud is also detected in the M-band (4.7mm) but not seen in the
H-band (1.65mm). North is up, East is left. The white cross marks the position
of Sgr A*. c, The proper motion derived from the L-band data is about
42 mas yr21, or 1,670 km s21 (in 2011), from the southeast towards the position
of Sgr A* (red for epoch 2004.5, green for 2008.3 and blue for 2011.3, overlaid

on a 2011 Ks-band image). The cloud is also detected in deep spectroscopy with
the adaptive-optics-assisted integral field unit SINFONI10,11 in the H I n 5 7–4
Brc recombination line at 2.1661mm and in He I at 2.058mm, with a radial
velocity of 1,250 km s21 (in 2008) and 1,650 km s21 (in 2011). d, e, The
combination of the astrometric data in L9 and Brc and the radial velocity (VLSR)
data in Brc tightly constrains the orbit of the cloud (error bars are 1s
measurement errors). The cloud is on a highly eccentric, bound orbit (e 5 0.94),
with a pericentre radius and epoch of 36 light hours (3,100RS) and 2013.5
(Table 1). The blue ellipse shows the orbit of the star S2 for comparison1–3. For
further details see the Supplementary Information.

Figure 2 | The velocity shear in the gas cloud. The left column shows data
from 2008.3, the right from 2011.3. Panels a and b show integrated Brcmaps of
the cloud, in comparison to the point spread function from stellar images
shown above. The inferred intrinsic East–West half-width at half-maximum
source radii are Rc 5 21 6 5 mas in 2008 and 19 6 8 mas in 2011
(approximately along the direction of orbital motion), after removal of the
instrumental broadening estimated from the stellar images above. A similar
spatial extent is found from the spatial separation between the red- and blue-
shifted emission of the cloud (Rc 5 23 6 5 mas). The minor-axis radius of the
cloud is only marginally resolved or unresolved (radius less than 12 mas). We
adopt Rc 5 15 mas as the ‘effective’ circular radius, by combining the results in
the two directions. Panels c and d are position-velocity maps, obtained with
SINFONI on the VLT, of the cloud’s Brc emission. The slit is oriented
approximately along the long axis of the cloud and the projected orbital
direction and has a width of 62 mas for the bright ‘head’ of the emission. For the
lower-surface-brightness ‘tail’ of emission (in the enclosed white dotted
regions) we smoothed the data with 50 mas and 138 km s21 and used a slit
width of 0.1199. The gas in the tail is spread over around 200 mas downstream of
the cloud. The trailing emission appears to be connected by a smooth velocity
gradient (of about 2 km s21 mas21), and the velocity field in the tail
approximately follows the best-fit orbit of the head (cyan curves; see also
Table 1). An increasing velocity gradient has formed in the head between 2008
(2.1 km s21 mas21) and 2011 (4.6 km s21 mas21). As a result of this velocity
gradient, the intrinsic integrated full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)
velocity width of the cloud increased from 89 (630) km s21 in 2003 and
117 (625) km s21 in 2004, to 210 (624) km s21 in 2008, and 350 (640) km s21

in 2011.
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Large Flare from Sgr A* Detected by Swift
ATel #5006; N. Degenaar, M. T. Reynolds, J. M. Miller (Michigan), J. A. Kennea (Penn State),

R Wijnands (Amsterdam)
on 25 Apr 2013; 00:54 UT

Credential Certification: Mark Reynolds (markrey@umich.edu)

Subjects: Radio, Infra-Red, X-ray, AGN, Black Hole, Transient

Referred to by ATel #: 5009, 5011, 5013, 5014, 5016, 5020, 5025, 5046

We report the detection of a large X-ray flare from a position consistent with Sgr A* during
regular monitoring observations of the Galactic center with Swift.

In a 1ks observation on 2013-04-24 (17:34UT) a large flare is detected. Using an 10" radius
extraction region centred on the known radio position, we measure a count rate of 0.11+/-0.1 ct/s.
Comparing to the long term X-ray lightcurve of Sgr A* accumulated by Swift from 2006-2011
(Degenaar et al., 2013), the flare is consistent with the largest count rate detected from Sgr A* by
Swift to date.

A total of 122 counts are detected during the observation facilitating basic spectral fitting.
Assuming a fixed column density of 9.1e22 cm^-3 (see Degenaar et al. 2013) and fitting with a
power-law in the 2 - 10 keV bandpass, we measure

Gamma: 2.1+/-0.5 
norm: 0.018 +0.019 -0.01

where the errors are at the 90% confidence level, resulting in an absorbed flux of 2.1e-11
erg/s/cm^2 (2-10 keV), or a luminosity of ~ 1.6e35 erg/s for an assumed distance of 8 kpc. These
properties are consistent with the most luminous X-ray flares previously observed from Sgr A*,
e.g., Degenaar et al. (2013), Nowak et al. (2012), Porquet et al. (2003, 2008), Baganoff et al.
(2001).

Swift is carrying out a daily monitoring campaign throughout 2013 to study the evolution of the
X-ray properties of Sgr A* as it interacts with the G2 cloud (Gillessen et al., 2012, 2013). All
observations are promptly analyzed and the resulting X-ray lightcurve will be made publicly
available at the link below. Bright flares (Lx > 1e35 erg/s) will be reported to the community in
further telegrams.

If you would like to receive an automated email update of large flares, please email swift.sgra 'at'
gmail.com to be added to the mailing list.

Swift Sgr A* Monitoring Campaign Website
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Continued Swift Monitoring of the Galactic Center Flare
ATel #5016; M. T. Reynolds, N. Degenaar, J. M. Miller (Michigan), J. A. Kennea (Penn State),

R. Wijnands (Amsterdam) on behalf of a larger collaboration
on 26 Apr 2013; 20:36 UT

Credential Certification: Mark Reynolds (markrey@umich.edu)

Subjects: Radio, Infra-Red, X-ray, AGN, Black Hole, Transient

We report the result of a long Swift observation of the galactic center flaring source (atel #5006,
#5008, #5011, #5013, #5014) undertaken last night (2013-04-25; obsid: 00554491001; Exptime:
11.2 ks). Continued elevated X-ray emission consistent with the position of Sgr A* is detected,
where a count rate of 0.095+/-0.003 ct/s is measured from a 10" radius region centred on the radio
position of Sgr A*.

The measured intensity is consistent with a roughly constant level of approximately 0.1 ct/s over
the past 48 hrs from this source, e.g., atel #5006.

Extracting the source spectrum from this region and background from an annulus extending from
20"-50" from the position of Sgr A*, we have a total of 1060 net counts. All fits are reported in
the 2-10 keV bandpass and errors where quoted are at the 90% confidence level.

The source spectrum is intrinsically soft and thermal-like. Fixing the column density to that
measured towards Sgr A* (9.1e22 cm^-2), we find curved residuals when the spectrum is fit with
a power-law (Gamma ~ 2). Allowing the column density to vary results in an improved fit but the
resulting spectral tends towards Gamma ~ 4.

Our nominal best fit model is a simple blackbody

Nh: 9.1e22 cm^-2
kT: 1.06+/-0.06 keV
norm: (4.1+/-0.2)e-4

though alternative models that naturally produce curvature in the 2 -- 10 keV band pass also
return acceptable fits, e.g., Bremsstrahlung. The normalization implies an emission region with a
radius of ~ 16m (d/8kpc)^2.

The spectrum does not reveal any evidence for the presence of Fe K emission intrinsic to the
source, suggesting the tentative Fe K line detection reported in atel #5011 originates in the diffuse
gas that permeates the GC region, e.g., Baganoff et al. (2003), Nowak et al. (2012).

Inspection of the lightcurve reveals the source to be highly variable, with typical variations at the
10% level. There is no evidence for any periodicity and/or eclipses as might be exected from an
X-ray binary in the lightcurve. The resulting power spectrum is featureless and consistent with
stochastic variability from this source.
The observed spectral shape is not consistent with that typically observed from NS & BH LMXB
at luminosities ~ 1e35 erg/s. If this spectrum were due to emission from a NS/BH LMXB, such
high temperatures are only observed from sources accreting at a significant fraction of the
Eddington limit ~0.1 LEdd, which implies a line-of sight source lying at a distance far in excess
of the galactic center.

Given the positional coincidence with Sgr A* and the unusual spectrum, it is possible that we are
observing emission from Sgr A* at a low Eddington fraction. If so, the current event is the longest
and most energetic accretion event observed from Sgr A* in modern times.

Definitive association of the observed X-ray emission with Sgr A* will require high resolution X-
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TITLE:   GCN CIRCULAR
NUMBER:  14443
SUBJECT: Trigger 554491: Swift detection of a spike possibly from Sgr A*
DATE:    13/04/25 19:49:55 GMT
FROM:    Scott Barthelmy at NASA/GSFC  <scott@milkyway.gsfc.nasa.gov>

S. D. Barthelmy (GSFC), J. A. Kennea (PSU),
H. A. Krimm (CRESST/GSFC/USRA), V. Mangano (INAF-IASFPA),
C. B. Markwardt (NASA/GSFC), F. E. Marshall (NASA/GSFC) and
A. Maselli (INAF-IASFPA) report on behalf of the Swift Team:

At 19:15:25 UT, the Swift Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) triggered and
located a transient position consistent with Sgr A* (trigger=554491).  
Swift did not slew immediately because the current target had a higher merit
value.  The slew was delayed by 15 min.  The BAT on-board calculated location
is  RA, Dec 266.412, -28.990 which is 
   RA(J2000)  =  17h 45m 39s
   Dec(J2000) = -28d 59' 22"
with an uncertainty of 3 arcmin (radius, 90% containment, including 
systematic uncertainty).  The BAT light curve shows shows a single 64 msec bin. 
The peak count rate was ~2500 counts/sec (15-350 keV), at ~0 sec
after the trigger. 

The BAT position is within 65 arcsec of the galactic center and Sgr A*.  Given 
the recent activity reported from Sgr A* (ATEL #5006), it's quite possible that 
this is the source of X-ray flaring.  Also, this is a confused region, so 
we cannot rule out other candidates. 

The XRT began observing the field at 19:31:27.6 UT, 962.8 seconds after
the BAT trigger. Using promptly downlinked data we find an X-ray source
located at RA, Dec 266.41715, -29.00866 which is equivalent to:
   RA(J2000)  = 17h 45m 40.12s
   Dec(J2000) = -29d 00' 31.2"
with an uncertainty of 4.1 arcseconds (radius, 90% containment). This
location is 69 arcseconds from the BAT onboard position, within the BAT
error circle. This position may be improved as more data are received;
the latest position is available at http://www.swift.ac.uk/sper. This
position is 3.2 arcseconds from that of Sgr A*, and is consistent with
being that source. The X-ray source shows an elevated emission level, 
consistent with that reported from observations taken yesterday in 
ATEL #5006. 

UVOT took a finding chart exposure of 150 seconds with the White filter
starting 967 seconds after the BAT trigger. No credible optical counterpart has
been found in the initial data products. The 2.7'x2.7' sub-image covers 100% of
the XRT error circle. The typical 3-sigma upper limit has been about 19.6 mag. 
No correction has been made for the large,
but uncertain extinction expected. 
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Degenaar et al (ATEL #5006) recently reported elevated X-ray emission from Sgr A* detected in
daily monitoring by Swift XRT, which has persisted for at least a day (Dwelly and Ponti, ATEL
#5008). We report here on observations of Sgr A* triggered by the detection of a short flare by
Swift BAT on April 25, 2013 at 19:15:25UT (Barthelmy et al., GCN #14443).

Using the data set from T-240 to T+303 sec, we report on updated analysis of BAT trigger
#554491.Â The BAT ground-calculated position is RA, Dec = 266.388, -28.982, which is 

RA(J2000) = 17h 45m 33.3s 
Dec(J2000) = -28d 58m 55s 

with an uncertainty of 2.1 arcmin, (radius, sys+stat, 90% containment). The partial coding was
100%. Sgr A* lies 2.1 arcmin from the center of the BAT error circle, marginally outside it.

The light curve shows a single peak of duration 0.032 sec, visible in the energy bands from 15-50
keV. There is no sign of any further emission. The time-averaged spectrum from T+0.00 to
T+0.03 sec fit by a simple power-law model shows a power law index of 3.0 +- 0.4 (chi squared
89.4 for 57 d.o.f.). Using this model, the calculated fluence in the 15-150 keV band is 5.0 +/- 1.3
x 10^-9 erg/cm2. The 1-sec peak photon flux measured from T-0.48 sec in the 15-150 keV band
is 0.3 +- 0.1 ph/cm2/sec.

Formally, the best fit model to the time-averaged spectrum is a single blackbody. The fit shows a
blackbody temperature of 11.3 +/- 0.9 keV (chi squared 44.2 for 58 d.o.f.). A cut-off power law
model gives a cutoff energy of 46.0 +/- 4.0 keV (chi squared 66 for 56 d.o.f.), but is unable to
constrain the spectral index. All the quoted errors are at the 90% confidence level.

XRT began observing 19 minutes after the BAT trigger, and was on-target for a total of 265s.
During this time, an X-ray source was detected at the following UVOT-enhanced position:
RA/Dec (J2000) = 266.41745, -29.0079, equivalent to: 

RA(J2000) = 17h 45m 40.19s 
Dec (J2000) = -29d 00m 28.4s 

with an estimated uncertainty of 2.8 arcsec radius (90% confidence). Sgr A* lies 2.0 arcsec from
this position, inside the error circle. No other X-ray point sources are detected. The flux of this
source is consistent with that reported in ATEL #5006, continuing to be elevated above the
average Sgr A* quiescent X-ray flux.

Although Sgr A* has been shown to flare in X-rays repeatedly (e.g. Degenaar et al., 2013),
continued elevated X-ray emission is unprecedented, leading to speculation that this and the BAT
flare may be related to an interaction with the G2 cloud (Gillessen et al., 2012, 2013). However,
the short timescale of the flare is difficult to reconcile given the mass of Sgr A*. Based on the
BAT data we suggest the flare may be a new soft-gamma repeater (SGR) near Sgr A*. This is
based on (1) the short duration (30 msec) of the flare, (2) the persistent emission from this region
recently detected by XRT (Degenaar et al., ATel #5006; Dwelly & Ponti, ATel #5008), (3) the
blackbody spectrum and energy cutoff at 46 keV and 4) the high density of magnetar candidates
(30% of the total population) in a longitude range of 30 degrees from the center along the plane
towards the Scutum galactic arm. We note at this time we have been unable to detect any
periodicity in the XRT data in the typical SGR range (2-12 s).

If this is a new SGR, the angular separation between it and Sgr A* would have to be relatively
small (conservatively <4 arcsec). Alternatively the X-ray counterpart of the BAT flare could be
below the level of XRT detectability.

We encourage follow-up of Sgr A* during this period of high X-ray emission. In particular we
recommend observations by Chandra, to unambiguously determine if the enhanced emission is
from Sgr A* or from an unresolved transient.

Swift monitoring of Sgr A* is on-going. Results of this monitoring can be seen online at the
following web page: http://swift-sgra.com/
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Degenaar et al (ATEL #5006) recently reported elevated X-ray emission from Sgr A* detected in
daily monitoring by Swift XRT, which has persisted for at least a day (Dwelly and Ponti, ATEL
#5008). We report here on observations of Sgr A* triggered by the detection of a short flare by
Swift BAT on April 25, 2013 at 19:15:25UT (Barthelmy et al., GCN #14443).

Using the data set from T-240 to T+303 sec, we report on updated analysis of BAT trigger
#554491.Â The BAT ground-calculated position is RA, Dec = 266.388, -28.982, which is 

RA(J2000) = 17h 45m 33.3s 
Dec(J2000) = -28d 58m 55s 

with an uncertainty of 2.1 arcmin, (radius, sys+stat, 90% containment). The partial coding was
100%. Sgr A* lies 2.1 arcmin from the center of the BAT error circle, marginally outside it.

The light curve shows a single peak of duration 0.032 sec, visible in the energy bands from 15-50
keV. There is no sign of any further emission. The time-averaged spectrum from T+0.00 to
T+0.03 sec fit by a simple power-law model shows a power law index of 3.0 +- 0.4 (chi squared
89.4 for 57 d.o.f.). Using this model, the calculated fluence in the 15-150 keV band is 5.0 +/- 1.3
x 10^-9 erg/cm2. The 1-sec peak photon flux measured from T-0.48 sec in the 15-150 keV band
is 0.3 +- 0.1 ph/cm2/sec.

Formally, the best fit model to the time-averaged spectrum is a single blackbody. The fit shows a
blackbody temperature of 11.3 +/- 0.9 keV (chi squared 44.2 for 58 d.o.f.). A cut-off power law
model gives a cutoff energy of 46.0 +/- 4.0 keV (chi squared 66 for 56 d.o.f.), but is unable to
constrain the spectral index. All the quoted errors are at the 90% confidence level.

XRT began observing 19 minutes after the BAT trigger, and was on-target for a total of 265s.
During this time, an X-ray source was detected at the following UVOT-enhanced position:
RA/Dec (J2000) = 266.41745, -29.0079, equivalent to: 

RA(J2000) = 17h 45m 40.19s 
Dec (J2000) = -29d 00m 28.4s 

with an estimated uncertainty of 2.8 arcsec radius (90% confidence). Sgr A* lies 2.0 arcsec from
this position, inside the error circle. No other X-ray point sources are detected. The flux of this
source is consistent with that reported in ATEL #5006, continuing to be elevated above the
average Sgr A* quiescent X-ray flux.

Although Sgr A* has been shown to flare in X-rays repeatedly (e.g. Degenaar et al., 2013),
continued elevated X-ray emission is unprecedented, leading to speculation that this and the BAT
flare may be related to an interaction with the G2 cloud (Gillessen et al., 2012, 2013). However,
the short timescale of the flare is difficult to reconcile given the mass of Sgr A*. Based on the
BAT data we suggest the flare may be a new soft-gamma repeater (SGR) near Sgr A*. This is
based on (1) the short duration (30 msec) of the flare, (2) the persistent emission from this region
recently detected by XRT (Degenaar et al., ATel #5006; Dwelly & Ponti, ATel #5008), (3) the
blackbody spectrum and energy cutoff at 46 keV and 4) the high density of magnetar candidates
(30% of the total population) in a longitude range of 30 degrees from the center along the plane
towards the Scutum galactic arm. We note at this time we have been unable to detect any
periodicity in the XRT data in the typical SGR range (2-12 s).

If this is a new SGR, the angular separation between it and Sgr A* would have to be relatively
small (conservatively <4 arcsec). Alternatively the X-ray counterpart of the BAT flare could be
below the level of XRT detectability.

We encourage follow-up of Sgr A* during this period of high X-ray emission. In particular we
recommend observations by Chandra, to unambiguously determine if the enhanced emission is
from Sgr A* or from an unresolved transient.

Swift monitoring of Sgr A* is on-going. Results of this monitoring can be seen online at the
following web page: http://swift-sgra.com/
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Following detection of flaring from the Galactic center (ATel #5006, #5008, #5011, #5013,
#5014) we initiated a 40 ks NuSTAR X-ray observation of Sgr A* on 2013 April 26, 1:00:06 UT.
From an initial 21 ks of data that spanned 64 ks we detected enhanced X-ray emission in the 3-10
keV X-ray band approximately 3 times greater than previous NuSTAR survey observations of the
same field. The count rate increased to 0.38 cts/s/module within a 30 arcsecond radius aperture
around the Sgr A* as compared to 0.11 cts/s/module in the 2012 October observation.

A blackbody plus power-law spectral model yields a temperature of kT = 0.85 keV and photon
index of Gamma = 3.2 and is statistically preferred over a single power-law. The 3-10 keV
unabsorbed flux is 2.4e-11 erg/cm2/s corresponding to a luminosity of 1.8e35 erg/s at d=8 kpc.

For a preliminary timing analysis we searched a total of 16,497 photon arrival times extracted
from the combined pair of Focal Plane Modules on-board NuSTAR using a 30 arcsecond radius
aperture centered on the peak X-ray emission. The arrival times were binned into a 2 ms
resolution light curve and searched for coherent pulsations using an FFT to the Nyquist
frequency. We find a complex signal around 3.76 seconds with power at odd harmonics. A
refined Z^2_3 analysis gives a preferred period of P=3.7635417(80) seconds corresponding to a
pulse profile with three resolved peaks each 0.6 s wide, dominated by a single strong peak. A
summary plot is available at http://www.astro.columbia.edu/~eric/sgra_transient_timing.ps

The bursting, timing, and spectral properties strongly suggest a previously unknown magnetar
undergoing an outburst. Further observations are planned to follow the flux and spectral evolution
as well as to measure the spin-down rate and to search for additional bursts. NuSTAR has
triggered additional ToO observations. Additional radio observations of the field, particularly to
search for radio pulsations, are encouraged.

NuSTAR Pulsar Summary Plot
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We have observed the new X-ray pulsar discovered near the Galactic Center using the High
Resolution Camera (HRC-S) onboard the Chandra X-ray Observatory on April 29, 2013 for
~10ks.

In a preliminary analysis we detected the new soft gamma repeater at a count rate of ~0.087 c/s .
The new source position is:

RA 17:45:40.19, Dec: -29:00:30.37 (with a 0.3" 1sigma statistical error; not boresight corrected).

This position lies at ~3" from the best Chandra position of SgrA* (Nowak et al. 2012), which is
instead not detected in our observation. Furthermore, we confirm the spin period of ~3.76s, and
the triple-peaked pulse profile, as observed by NUSTAR (Mori et al. 2013, Atel #5020).

This observation confirms the presence of a new soft gamma repeater as responsible for the SGR-
like flare observed by Swift-BAT (Kennea et al. 2013, Atel #5009), while SgrA* does not appear
to be in a X-ray flaring active state.

Further Chandra observations are planned to follow this new source during its outburst decay.

Chandra image: left image is the new HRC-S observation; right image is an archival ACIS-S
image (obsid:13017)
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